Scabbard trachea in medullary thyroid cancer
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DESCRIPTION

A 65-year-old woman presented to us with a neck mass of 4-month duration and progressive dyspnoea for 1 month. Clinical examination revealed a 4×3 cm firm mass involving the right lobe of the thyroid gland which moved with deglutition. The left lobe, however, was not palpable on clinical examination. Pemberton’s sign was positive. A 70 degree endoscopy of the larynx revealed normal vocal cord mobility. She was clinically and biochemically euthyroid. A chest roentgenogram revealed a grade 1 retrosternal extension with a scabbard trachea (figure 1A). A contrast-enhanced CT scan was done to assess the local extent of the mass including the inferior limit and tracheal invasion (figure 1B). Contrary to the clinical findings, the left lobe of the thyroid also showed a significant enlargement especially in its inferior part with a 7.5 cm craniocaudal extension, reaching up to the carina. The anterior mediastinal component measured 5.8×4.3 cm (anteroposterior×transverse). The mass showed coarse calcification within it. Anteriorly, the mass was abutting the manubrium sterni with the displacement of the trachea and oesophagus towards the right side due to the predominant retrosternal component of the left lobe. The mass was closely abutting the great vessels without any luminal compromise. A true-cut biopsy from the mass was suggestive of medullary carcinoma thyroid. Immunohistochemistry showed intratumoral calcitonin positivity (figure 2). The case was discussed in the multidisciplinary tumour board and a plan to proceed with surgery was advised. The case, management options and the prognosis of the disease were discussed in detail with the patient and caregivers. However, the patient denied both the definitive surgery and tracheostomy to secure the airway and opted for hospice care.

The scabbard is a sheath for a sword, dagger or bayonet. The intrathoracic part of the trachea develops coronal narrowing and sagittal elongation, leading to decreased tracheal index and resemblance to a scabbard. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and retrosternal extension of thyroid mass are common conditions associated with this entity.1 The most common symptoms associated with such huge thyroid masses with retrosternal extension are those related to compression of the airway and oesophagus.2 Retrosternal thyroid masses can usually be surgically approached through a cervical incision. In a retrospective analysis of 115 patients with retrosternal goitre, Wang et al reported that mere three patients required an extracervical surgical approach.3 However, Monchik et al, on their retrospective review of 976 patients undergoing thyroid surgery, suggested that a thoracic approach was necessary for thyroid masses with intrathoracic extension in which at least 50% of the mass was below the thoracic inlet.4 Diligent preoperative planning, based on the findings of CT of the neck and chest, is essential before resecting a large retrosternal goitre for optimal surgical outcomes.

Learning points

► A positive Pemberton’s sign with progressive symptoms in a patient with thyroid swelling mandates a CT scan to rule out any retrosternal extension.
► Scabbard trachea is usually seen in retrosternal goitres, with a female preponderance. Rapidly developing signs and symptoms should raise suspicion for malignancy.
► Scabbard trachea may be associated with tracheomalacia, especially in patients with long-standing goitre and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Hence, the anticipated possibility of the event and algorithm for management must be established in the preoperative period.
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